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Station Of The Month
WSBF, Clemson student radio station, was
recognised as the "Station of the Month" in
March by COLLEGE RADIO, the national
publication of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System. An article in the magazine pointed out WSBF's 174-hour marathon OperalionSave-a-Life and the station's remodeling over
fall semester.
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TIGER Crawford
Elects
Staff
Members
Named Editor;

Mrs. McGregor Named
By Tiger Brotherhood Poulton Managing Editor
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
Tiger Brotherhood, the honorary fraternity of Clemson
University, has announced its
annual Mother of the Year
award recipient for this year.
Mrs. Rhett M." McGregor of
Hopkins will be presented to
the student body and administration at the Jr.-Sr. banquet at 7:00 p.m.
Mrs. McGregor is the wife
of Rhett M. McGregor of Hopkins. Mr. McGregor is a retired farmer who attended
Clemson and graduated in
1918. The new Mother of the
Year is the mother of two sons
and two daughters. Her first
son, Sam E. McGregor, graduated from Clemson in 1949
and was a member of Tiger
Brotherhood and Blue Key.
He was selected to Who's Who
in 1949. Mrs. McGregor's second son, Angus W. McGregor,
graduated in 1961. He was
president of the student body,
was a member of Blue Key
and Tiger Brotherhood, and
was selected to Who's Who in
America.
Mrs. McGregor has two
daughters, Jane Ann McGregor and Catherine McGregor
Favor. Jane is a supervisor of
children's work in Cincinnati,
Ohio, and Catherine lives in
Miami with her husband, who
is a church camp director.
In announcing the Mother
of the Year, Rudy Antoncic,
president of Tiger Brotherhood, said, "As can be seen,
all the men in Mrs. McGregor's family are Clemson men.
The four of them have a total of 49 years of IPTAY
membership and 21 years of
membership in the alumni association. Her daughter and
son-in-law worked ten years
:for the college.
"Mrs. McGregor still maintains an active interest in
Clemson and tries to attend as
many football games as she
can. She is a devoted wife and
mother, an active churchwoman, and a civic and community leader. She is a true
Clemson mother, a fact which
can be attested to by any of
the people that have ever
known Mrs. McGregor."
Antoncic also announced
the election of new officers for
next year. Selected as president was Jack Green of Duncan. Jack is the presidentelect of the senior class, a
student senator, and a member of Phi Kappa Delta. The
new vice president is Jim
Sutherland of Clemson. Jim

is a member of the varsity
basketball team and of Delta
Kappa Alpha social fraternity.
He will be the secretary of the
student body next year. Ed
Kinnett of Duncan is the new
secretary of Tiger Brotherhood. He is a member of the
CD A junior staff and the
president of Phi Kappa Delta.
The new treasurer is Jackie
McCall from Greenville. He
is a member of Blue Key,
Delta Kappa Alpha, and the
varsity baseball team.
Some of the new projects
planned by the brotherhood
for next year include an annual Student-Faculty banquet
to be held some time in October. Also on the brotherhood's project list are an outstanding professor of the year
award, an outstanding Tiger
student award, and the annual
Mother of the Year award.

Crawford majoring in both
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering, is from
Greenville. A sophomore who
has completed the Junior
Honors Program, the new editor is a member of Phi Eta
Sigma honorary fraternity.
"This year's staff has done
a commendable job, but I anticipate an even finer TIGER
next year," commented Crawford. "I have great confidence
in the new senior staff, and
I am looking forward to working with them as we publish
Clemson's most widely read
—and only—newspaper."
Outgoing TIGER senior
staffers also selected in the
Monday night election Reece
Poulton as managing editor,
Charles Hill as associate edi-

Arnold Air Society Elects
David Grubbs Commander

At the last official meeting
of the Major Rudolph Anderson, Jr. Squadron of the
Arnold Air Society for this
school term, officers for the
1965-66 were elected to fill
those positions vacated by the
graduating senior officers of
the Arnold Air Society.
Elected as Commander of
the honorary military organization for 1965-66 was David
B. Grubbs, Jr. Grubbs is
from Barnwell and is a rising senior in chemical engineering. He is also a member
of Scabbard and Blade, and
the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers. Recently
elected as a senior class senator, Grubbs is also a member
of the newly formed Clemson,
Bowling Club.
John Montgomery, a rising
senior from Columbia, was
elected as the executive officer of Arnold Air Society.
He is majoring in chemistry
and a member of the American Chemical Society. He is
also a member of Scabbard
and Blade,.
Elected as operations officer was John Stoudenmire. He
is a rising junior from Sumter
majoring
in Pre-medicine.
Stoudenmire is the Alumni
Secretary of Kappa Delta Chi
fraternity and secretary of the
4-H Club.

WSBF Receives National
Highway Safety Award
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
TIGER News Writer
On Wednesday, May 5, the
winners of the annual Alfred
P. # Sloan Radio and TV
Awards For Highway Safety
were announced in Washington, D. C. WSBF-FM in Clemson was among the 17 recipients of the 1964 award.
The awards recognize superior public service by
broadcasters in support
of
programs to improve highway safety.
Bronze plaques in sustaining and commercial categories and two special creative awards of $1,000 each
for a writer and producer
will be presented at the 17th
annual Sloan Awards banquet
at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
in New York City on May 25.
Keys Lewis, program director of WSBF; Tommy Hamm,
business manager; and Lawton King, head engineer, will
attend the Awards banquet
to receive the Clemson award.
In awarding WSBF the
Sloan award in the category
of educational radio,
the
judges said, "The staff of
WSBF-FM—all students
of
Clemson University — continued emphasis on safe driving throughout the school
year and produced a seventh
annual
Christmas
Safety
Marathon lasting 174 hours.
Stressing safety during holiday driving, the station urged

By JUNE B. MILEY
Managing Editor David Crawford was elevated
to the position of editor of The TIGER in a senior
staff election Monday, April 26.

students to use seat belts,
maintain autos in safe condition through periodic safety
checks, and follow basic rules
of safety, the staff cooperated with the University police
in vehicle inspection programs and with the State
Highway Patrol in producing
six specials on safe driving.
Enthusiasm and dedication
mark the public service performed by this campus station."

Charles H. King was elected as adjutant-recorder of
the- Arnold Air Society for
the coming school year. A
civil engineering major from
Bishopville, he is a member
of the American Society of
Civil Engineers and the Arnold Air Lines Staff.
Dick Franklin was elected
to the position of comptroller.
Franklin was awarded
the Distinguished Freshman
Cadet Award and will be the
recipient of the Chicago Herald Tribune Silver Medal Award on ROTC Recognition
Day this year.

tor, Charles Humphries as
news editor, Bill Johnson as
feature editor, Ernest Stallworth as sports editor, and
Allen LaRoche as copy editor.
Returning to present senior
staff positions are Business
Manager Don Ellis, Advertising Manager Jim Cunningham, and Circulation Manager John Lank.
Poulton, who replaces David Crawford as managing
editor, is a sophomore English' major from Pittsburgh,
Pa. He is captain of an intramural Softball team and was
the December junior staffer of
the month.
Business Manager Don Ellis, an industrial management
major from North Augusta, is
a rising senior. He has previously been office manager
of the TIGER. Ellis is the finance and supply officer of
the Pershing Rifles and has
been elected treasurer of
Scabbard and Blade for next
year. He is a pledge to the
Arnold Air Society.
Replacing Frank Pearce as
associate editor, Charles Hill
is a sophomore arts and sciences major from Jackson. A
member of Kappa Delta Chi
social fraternity, Pershing Rifles, the Honors Program, and
recording secretary of Phi Eta
Sigma honorary fraternity,
Hill was recently elected vice
president of the junior class.
He received the Phi Eta Sigma Freshman English Award
and the Reserve Officers Association Sophomore Army
ROTC award.
(Continued on page 4)

ROTC Units Prepare
For Armed Forces Day
Clemson's annual ROTC
Armed Forces Day will be observed on May 13 by a Joint
Army and Air Force ROTC
Review as President Lyndon
B. Johnson proclaimed the
week of May 8-16 as National
Armed Forces Week.
At 4:15 p.m. the Pershing
Rifles will begin a drill exhibition and will be followed by
the Air Force drill team, At
4:30 p.m. the review will begin and the presentation of
armed forces awards will
take place. The honored
guests for the ceremony will
include the Military Queens,
who were crowned at the annual Military Ball last month.
The honorary cadet officers
are Miss Mary Ann Sowell,
honorary colonel for senior
military cadets; Miss Nina
Dulin, honorary cadet captain
for the juniors; Miss Judy
Parrish, honorary cadet captain for sophomore cadets, and
Miss Sheila Fagle, honorary
cadet lieutenant for freshman
cadets.
On May 11 a display will
be located on the Loggia. The
exhibit will include an army
Engineer
floating
combat
bridge display and a navy
Bureau of Ships exhibit.
'
Air Force ROTC awards

will include the Chicago Tribune Gold Medal Awards to
Ronald B. Fowler (senior) and
Ronald N. Priddy (junior) and
the Chicago Tribune Silver
Medal Awards to Richard D.
Franklin and James D. Steifle.
Michael S. Hammer, Jr.
will receive the Air Force
ROTC Commander's Award.
George E. Gore, Jr., will be
recognized as the Best Drilled
Air Force Sophomore while
Milton L. Fulgum is the Best
Drilled Air Force Freshman.
Richard R. Bainbridge will
receive the Air Force Times
Award. Air Science Achievement Awards will be presented to Senior Troy C. Usher,
Jr., Junior William F. Mays,
Sophomore William R. Smith,
and Freshman Charles B.
Nelson.
James R. Long will receive
the Flying Bengal award;
Harrington L. Lowder will receive the Scabbard and Blade
award. Irvin Kelley will be
recognized with the Pershing
Rifle Pledge Award.
Army ROTC awards to seniors will include the Dr. R.
C. Edwards Award presented
to Allen W. Hitchcock, the
superior cadet ribbon to Larry J. Smith, the Chicago Trib(Continued on page 4)

Tommy Hamm, Lawton King, and Keys Lewis displav the Alfred P. Sloan Award
presented to WSBF for Us safety promotion this year. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer)

The TIGER has selected its senior staffers for the 196566 school year. They are (top row, left to right) David
Crawford, Editor; Charles Hill, Associate Editor; Don
Ellis, Business Manager; Reece Poulton, Managing Editor;
Jim Cunningham, Advertising Manager. (Row two, left

to right) Charles Humphries, News Editor; Ernie Stallworth. Sports Editor,- Bill Johnson, Features Editor; Allen LaRoche, Copy Editor; John Lank, Circulation Manager. (Photos by Spencer and Spencer, Lank)

Warwick, Continentals Provide Dance Music
Attending their last weekend as Clemson students, the
seniors will be honored as the
Central Dance Association and
the junior class present the
annual TAPS Junior-Senior
Dance Weekend today and tomorrow.
A formal dance tonight with
Dag Walton and the Continentals will start the activities of the weekend. The
dance, which will be held- in
the field house, will last from
9 p.m. until 1 a.m. and is
open to both seniors and all
underclassmen.
Saturday afternoon will see
a crowd of about 2,000 in the
amphitheater as the Modern
Folk Quartet presents the
CDA's annual Junior-Senior
Weekend concert. The concert
is open to the public.
Presenting the annual Junior-Senior banquet in the
Clemson University Dining
Hall, the junior class will
highlight the banquet with a
talk by the Rev. Hubert A.
"Baldy" White. Rev. White, a
noted Southern humorist and
after-dinner speaker^
The
banquet will be held at 7 p.m.
According to Joe Waldrep,
president of the junior class,
the banquet will cost $3.50 a
couple. Seniors who bought
tickets as juniors last year
will be admitted free of
charge, and all juniors who

buy tickets will be admitted
free of charge to the JuniorSenior banquet next year.
Dionne Warwick and her
show will climax the JuniorSenior Weekend, also in the
field house, from 8 p.m. until
midnight.
Dionne's first national hit
recording was "Don't Make
Me Over," followed by "Anyone Who Had a Heart," which
was probably the most successful and unique ballad in
many years. Eminent stars
like Marlene Dietrich and
Petula Clark have included
this wistful ballad of unrequited love in their repertoires.
As a matter of fact, Miss Dietrich was so impressed with
Dionne Warwick's recording
that she personally introduced her at the Olympia Theater in Paris in December,
1963, where she received fantastic critical acclaim and was
taken into the hearts of the
Parisien audiences. "Anyone
Who Had a Heart" was followed by "Walk On By,"
which became a top five record throughout the world.
Miss Warwick triumphantly
returned to France in April
as star of the 1964 Cannes
Television and Film Festival,
.shown throughout the continent on Eurovision. In May
she appeared on all of the
major television shows in
Great Britain, where her re-

Phi Eta Sigma Hosts Coeds
With High GPR's At Banquet
Phi Eta Sigma scored a first
in the history of Clemson
University on April 26 as the
honor fraternity for academic
excellence recognized 15 of
Clemson's outstanding co-eds
at its annual banquet.
In inviting these girls, Phi
Eta Sigma acknowledged that
they were eligible for membership in this fraternity in
every way except one. Upon
being introduced to this elite
group, several members expressed a desire that this
single objecting requirement
be changed.
Five of these co-eds, Misses
Brenda Baker, Sandra Cohran, Susan Moore, Joan Reas,
and Mrs. Kaye Cannon Smith,
having an average GPR of
3.5, are upperclassmen who
have newly created a Women's Honor Society. The ten
other women, Misses Barbara
Alberson,
Louise Carroll,
Patsy Gallimore, Sherry McKee, Ande Mitchell, Wanda
Jo Reynolds, Dana Stuart,
Mary Trout, Nancy McGill,
and Nancy Singleton, have
an average GPR of 3.69 and
earned at least a 3.5 last semester or over the last two
semesters.
These 10 freshmen will
form the first organized effort to bring to Clemson a
chapter of Alpha Lambda
Delta, the sister to Phi Eta
Sigma.
In an appeal to the intellectual Dr. C. B. Green, the
after-dinner speaker spoke
seriously on "Humor."

The outgoing
president,
Charles Foster, then introduced next year's officers. They
are Nelson O'Bryan, president; Joe Ruzicka, vice-president; Charles Hill, recording
secretary; James Goodwin,
corresponding secretary, and
Bill N. Hannah, treasurer.
Foster then turned the office
over to O'Bryan.

cording of "Walk On By"
reached the select top ten in
an era of dominance of the
recording charts by the Beatles, the Searchers, etc.
The National Association of
Record Merchandisers voted
Dionne the "Most popular female vocalist of 1964."
The members of the Modern Folk Quartet are Cyrus
Faryar, Tad Dilte, Clip Douglas, and Jerry Yester. Faryar
originally sang with the Whiskey hill singers; previously he
was the proprietor and sole
performer at the Greensleeves
Coffeehouse in Honolulu, Hawaii. Dilte plays banjo and
sings tenor for the quartet.
Douglas is the group's
"jack-of-all-trades," playing
the bass, banjo, guitar, uke,

Tickets will be sold in the
dining hall today and tomorrow. Prices are three dollars
for the dance Friday night
and four dollars for the dance
Saturday night. The concert
Saturday is free.

New Library Includes
Papers Of Statesman
Papers, letters, and belong- period of state, regional or
ings of John C. Calhoun, Ben- U. S. history during the period
jamin Ryan Tillman, and just prior to the War of 1812
James F. Byrnes, perhaps and through the final NorthSouth Carolina's most distin- South compromise of 1850.
The Tillman
collection,
guished post - Revolutionary
War political statesmen, will while not as complete as that
constitute the heart of a of Calhoun, covers portions
Clemson University historical of most of his career — rangcollection within the school's ing from his leadership of
Carolina's populist
new $2l/2 million library pre- South
movement in the late 1880's
sently under construction.
Each of the three are re- through his 24 years as an
lated to Clemson: Calhoun important figure in the United
through his son-in-law, Tho- States Senate (ending in 1918).
Governor Byrnes agreed in
mas Clemson, and the Calhoun estate on which the
(Continued on page 4)
school is located; Tillman
through the leadership he asserted in making the school
possible; and Byrnes through
almost a quarter of a century
as a member of Clemson's
Board of Trustees.
The Calhoun papers are the
most complete of any collecAlpha Phi Omega sponsortion of that statesman in ex- ed the Ugly Man on Campus
istence and are generally re- contest during this past week.
garded as a "must" for any Seven organizations sponsorhistorian delving into the ed members for the title of
UMOC. Running for the title
were Joe Weeks, Kappa Alpha Sigma; Wayne Bell, Numeral Society; Frank Cox,
Delta Kappa Alpha; Marty
Driggers, Sigma Alpha Zeta;
Bert Pearce, Phi Kappa Delta; Mac Johnson, Pershing
Rifles Company C-4; and Ken
fessor. His B.S., M.S., and
Ph.D. degrees are from North Stovall, sponsored by the
Carolina
State University YMCA.
Many of the local merwhere he has had four years
experience as a teaching as- chants have contributed prizes
sistant and one year as an in- to be given to the lucky winstructor. He' is a member of ner. In addition to these
Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma Xi, items, Alpha Phi Omega will
Tau Beta Pi, and Pi Mu Ep- give the UMOC winner a key
silon. Dr. Brawley is married and a wall plaque indicating
to the former Mary Frances the honor he won. The Ugly
Owen of Lincolnton, N. C. and Man On Campus will be
crowned during the intermisthey have one child.
Roy L. Coleman of Front 'sion of the Junior-Senior
Royal, Virginia, will join the dance on Saturday night. The
faculty of English and Mod- polls will close Saturday eveern Languages as a French ning at 7:00 p.m.
instructor. He holds the B.A.
This contest was supposed
degree from the University to measure the popularity of
of North Carolina where he the contestants by their uglihas also completed residence ness. Votes were cast in the
work for his masters. His form of either money or drink
teaching experience includes bottles. The money received
two years on the college level from the contest are to be
and three years in high given to the Student Emerschools.
gency Fund.

Gilmer And Brawley Join
University Teaching Staff
Two new professors in
mathematics and one in
French will join the university faculty in August.
Thomas Proctor Gilmer will
join the mathematics faculty
in August as an assistant professor. From Winston Salem,
N. C, he has a B.S. in nuclear
engineering from N. C. State,
and a M.S. and Ph.D. in mathematics, also from N. C. State.
He has had five years experience as a college teaching
assistant and one yesr as an
instructor. Additionally, he
has had four years experience
in the nuclear power division
of the Ingalls Shipbuilding
Corporation. He is married to
the former Nancy Thompson
of Saluda, N. C.
Joel V. Brawley, Jr. of
Raleigh, N. C, will join the
mathematics department in
August as an assistant pro-

mandolin, lathe, drill press,
and bells. Yester may hold a
record for recording with the
largest number of folk groups,
including The New Christy
Minstrels, Les Baxter's Balladeers, Travis Edmundson,
and the Easy Riders.
The quartet has recently
recorded its first album, entitled The Modern Folk Quartet, Songs include "Swing
Down Chariot," "It Was a
Very Good Year," "Yes, I
See," and "Sassafras."

UMOC Voting
Ends Saturday
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Wed Like To Salute...
Dr. Jack Williams, Clemson's VicePresident for Academic Affairs and
former editor of the Emory University student newspaper, says that
once a year a student newspaper
ought to say something good about
the school it represents.
Since it seems appropriate for the
present TIGER staff to depart (This
is the last issue for the present staff.
Next year's staff will put out the
next paper this semester.) on a good
note, we'll give out a few kudos because there are some things on campus that deserve them.
Therefore, we give end-of-the-year
kudos, thanks, and salutes to:
—Local church groups for their
attempts to make Clemson something of an oasis in the Sahara of
the Bozart through their backing of
the Coffee House and showing of
high-quality flicks free of charge.
—This year's freshman class for
being the best-prepared in Clemson's
history and the first class to have
more students from the top fifth of
their high school class than from the
second fifth.
—Alumni who have contributed

money to the Alumni Loyalty Fund
and have therefore helped bring
Clemson closer to the national norms
in faculty salaries, graduate school
quality, and the amount scholarship
money available for students.
—Clemson faculty members who
have given unstintingly of their time
to students and have kept students
from becoming, as they have become
at some other universities, simply
numbers.
—Those responsible for replacing
some of the plate glass windows in
the "tin cans" with opaque panels.
No other single thing could more
improve living in the "tin cans."
—The Clemson students involved
in tutoring local underprivileged
grammar school pupils.
—Those responsible for the adoption of the "shifted semester" for
next year in which Christmas holidays and the semester break become
one and the same.
—This year's TIGER staff for their
tireless work with the paper, their
dedication to responsible journalism,
the sacrifice of their valuable time.
—Next year's TIGER staff.
—B. H.
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Tavern Remains Satisfied
Remarks of censure have fallen on
the Tiger Tavern from students, faculty, employees of Clemson University, and from the general citizenry
of Clemson. Customers have expressed dissatisfaction with the service to each other and to Tavern employees. Occasionally columns in
the TIGER have made comment on
the situation, noting that there was
obviously room for improvement.
In spite of the above, the Tavern
remains its satisfied, inefficient self.
The staff, numerically, seem quite
adequate, but numbers sadly belie
ability in this case. Customers are
frequently treated to a twenty or
thirty minute wait, and since the
Tavern features counter service only,
this wait can be quite an inconvenience. The inconvenience does not
come from waiting while a customer's order is being prepared, but
rather from an unnecessary waiting
for it to be taken.

Customers are often ignored for
several minutes while personnel behind the counter engage in private
conversation and nonsense, then
greeted with an impolite "What you
gonna have?" followed by "I don't
have any o' that fixed up right now.
You wanna wait?" In a public establishment of the calibre that the
Tavern is supposed to be, these remarks by employees should not be
typical. But they are.
Evidently supervisory personnel
are unconcerned with the situation,
for it is hardly unlikely that they
are unaware of it. This is indeed
unfortunate. With the location it
enjoys and considering the limited
facilities of its type to be found in
Clemson, the Tiger Tavern could
prove a popular spot for a wide variety and number of people. As it
now is, the Tavern is inadequate and
a reflection upon the hotel which
houses it.—F. P.

After-Effects Of Dex Are Not A Joke
(ACP)—Dexedrine is taken by too many Oklahoma
University students . . . taken too lightly by too many
OU students, says the Oklahoma Daily, Norman.
Most who take dexedrine
to stay awake or buoy their
spirits don't realize the possible severe effects; few
think they would be susceptible to such reactions. But
there are many and frequent
cases of reaction to pep pills
on this campus.
The OU Infirmary has
handled dozens of such cases,
with symptoms ranging from
nausea and vomiting to hysteria and a form of amnesia.
Students are brought in by
counselors and friends, often unaware of where they
were or what they are doing.
One girl brought into the
infirmary thought she was
having a heart attack. Use
of pep pills raced her heart
beat to well above 100 and
brought on heart attack-like
effects.
Two years ago a sophomore who had a term paper
due the Saturday afternoon
of finals had been staying up
all week studying and working on the report. Friday
night she got a full night's
sleep, but when she got out
of bed Saturday morning,
she fell flat on her face in a
semi-coma reaction to the
drug. Taken to the hospital
by her roommate, she spent
the weekend under a doctor's care.
A highly-ranked graduate
student who had been taking
dexedrine in order to get in
the last work on his degree
went to his last final . . . and
wrote the entire three-hour
exam on one line of a blue
book. He told a friend as
they walked out of the classroom that he thought it was
the best paper he had ever
written.

An unidentified OU professor, according to a national magazine article on
pep pills, was taking dexedrine under a doctor's supervision for weight reduction. Sensitive to the drug,
he went into a reaction that
meant several weeks in the
hospital.
The worst case the in-

firmary says they have handled involved a boy who had
never taken dexedrine until
he took just one capsule. He
was brought in seriously injured after punching his fist
through a heavy glass window in the dorm. He told
officials he didn't remember
doing it.
Dexedrine is no joke.

TIGER Members Shine
At the annual South Carolina Collegiate Press Association convention held on
April 23 and 24 at Myrtle
Beach, Bill Anderson was
elected as next year's president of the association.
Anderson, a pre-med student from Myrtle Beach, is
presently the feature editor
of the TIGER, feature editor of the CHRONICLE, and
a member of Phi Kappa
Delta fraternity. Dail Dixon,
a fourth year architecture
student from Raleigh-, N. C.
and this year's editor of the
CHRONICLE, was elected
to serve as next year's magazine representative - atlarge for the SCCPA.
On Saturday night the
SCCPA, at a banquet held
in the Ocean Forest Hotel,
presented awards for the
different categories of newspapers, magazines, and annuals. The TIGER won three
awards. Bill Hamilton won
for the best editorial; Sammy Carros won for the best
sports story, and John Lank
won for the best pictorial
layout.
In the magazine division,
the CHRONICLE walked off
with six major awards. Winners for the CHRONICLE
were Rett Rowley, for the
best play; David Milling, for
the best book review; Frank

Pearcei for the best humorous piece; Bill Anderson III,
for the best sketch; Bill
Grindley, for the best technical article; and Dail Dixon, for the best cartoon.
The TAPS, Clemson's annual publication, won the
award for the best annual
in the state. Goz Segars,
feature editor of TAPS, from
Hartsville, S. C, was elected corresponding secretary
of the SCCPA for the coming year.

* * *

Bill H. Johnson, a Clemson sophomore from Greenville majoring in English,
received the 50 dollar Dr.
Henry T. Malone-Gamma
Alpha Mu Award at the College of Arts and Sciences
convocation on Wednesday.
The award is given annually to an undergraduate
student who writes the best
feature on campus, community, or state history to appear in the TIGER newspaper.
The feature had to be an
original composition involving research, and it was required to be at least 1,000
words in length.
The title of the winning
feature was "Indian Deed
Becomes An Elaborate
Myth," which appeared in
the TIGER on Feb. 12, 1965.

"Official Complaint" Registered
By Clemson Graduate Student
I should like to register
my official complaint at the
obstructions which
have
been placed throughout the
streets of the campus for
the purpose of slowing traffic.
It would appear that the
'speed kills' syndrome has
been carried to an illogical
and absurd extreme by this
action. It would further appear
that the comfort,
nerves and pleasant driving
of the 99 per cent of the
populace associated with the
university are being sacrificed to allow the 'witch

hunting' of the few irresponsible individuals who
have been guilty of speeding
in this area.
In addition to the extreme
annoyance that visitors to
the campus will no doubt
experience from these artfully-placed
impediments,
the daily traffic in the area
affected by the bumps is
forced to travel below the
15 m.p.h. speed limit, with
the result that the drivers
coping with the difficulties
of the 8:00-12:00-4:30 rush
hour traffic now have an
obstacle course to add to

their headaches.
I should deeply hope that
in the interim moments
moments some intoxicated
student does
not come
through the campus on a
motorcycle late in the evening, and promptly kill himself on one of these little
'safety' devices. A "serves
him right" would sound
pretty hollow.
A Graduate Student
(The name of the person who
submitted this article was
withheld at that person's request. F.P.)

FISH 'N QUIPS

TIGER Columnist Gives Observations On
CD Students, Faculty, Administration
By HOWIE FISHBEIN
TIGER Columnist
After four and one-half
years, several isolated sessions of summer school, various confrontations with administrative officials, numerous letters from dead-in-thewool readers, and a pile of,
unpublished columns buried
somewhere in my room, I
feel I have the right to
make a few observations on
my soon-to-be alma mater.
(1) CONCERNING THE
ADMINISTRATION — The
present administration, from
the Dean of Women to the
unseen, yet ever-present
Board of Trustees, must
come to the realization that
students must be allowed to
think, act, and live for themselves. College students do
not want to be told what to
do, when to do it, or how it
should be done. The administration has to realize that
a university is for students,
and not for alumni, footballfriends, money-givers, or
townspeople. They must not
yield to outside threats or
pressures that would tend to
reduce, in any manner, the
scholastic freedoms to which
students are entitled. They
must have faith in the student body and not bow down
to traditional forces simply
because they are traditional.
The administration should
be composed of people dedicated to education. The administration must be interested in, and believe in what
they are doing—providing a
progressive, unbiased institution of higher learning—
and not do what others think
they should be doing! The
administration must assume
the role of an umpire; an
individual responsible for
the progress of the learning
game, but one who does not
actively take part in the
game.
(2) CONCERNING THE
FACULTY — The faculty at
Clemson is definitely improving with each passing
semester. But the purpose of

every teacher is to develop
the thinking and learning
process of each individual
student. The hiring of teachers simply because they have
their doctorates does not
mean the quality of the faculty is improving. A teacher may have enough letters
after his name to start his
own dictionary, but if he
cannot communicate to his
students, what purpose is he
serving? Alumni bulletins
announcing that three-quarters of the Clemson faculty
have their doctorates might
create an impression on outsiders, but if these teachers
do not create an impression
on the students, they are not
worth their weight in confederate money! Also, the
faculty has a responsibility
to the students, and this responsibility must not end
when the buzzer rings signifying that a class is over.
There must be a greater
amount of communication
and understanding between
the faculty and the students.
The faculty member who has
no interests in his students,
or what students in general
are doing, is not an asset to
Clemson University.
A
teacher can only be judged
by his effect on the students
he is teaching, and not by
the number of degrees he
has earned!
(3) CONCERNING THE
STUDENTS — The students
are, and must be, the most
important segment of any
university. And at Clemson
they have not been thei most
important group, nor do the
majority of students realize
or understand the significant
influence and responsibility
that they could, and should,
have. But the only way students can gain such influence on campus is to first
understand the responsibilities they have as students.
At the present time, onehalf of the student body
could probably be classified
as genuine students. The remaining half of the student
body — those non-thinkers,

conformists for the sake of
conforming, narrow-minded
maggots, and the time and
space waste warts—are doing as much good for Clemson as Strom Thurmond is
doing for the state of South
Carolina (he was voted the
"most ineffective senator"
in 1964). As long as the
pseudo-students persist in
wantonly destroying the
property of others, feeling
that violence is the only way
to solve a problem, having
petty racial or religious prejudices, rejecting something
when they don't even know
what it is they are rejecting,
and having the apathetic
feeling that THEY do not
have to do anything because
there will always be someone else to do it, the entire
student body will never realize the influence and authority that should properly be
theirs. Only when all students are true students will
they become the deciding
factor as to who will operate the book store, if Playboy should be sold on campus, who will be allowed to
speak at Clemson, what performers can be hired for
dance weekends, if an offcampus magazine can be
published at Clemson, when
a faculty member is no longer an asset to the university, what disciplinary measures should be taken against
a student, if alcoholic beverages should be allowed on
campus, and if a student
(male or female) should be
allowed to live off campus.
Each student must come to
the realization that he is
here to broaden his intellectual horizons, and only when
this point has been reached
will the far-reaching, restraining arm of the administration be reduced to a
non-extreme extremity.
And, in the words of the
former President of the University of Chicago, Robert
H u t c h i n s, "A university
without controversy is NOT
a university."

Speed-Breakers Irritate, But
Campus Traffic
Moves Slower
By FRANK PEARCE
Associate Editor
Great is the cry raised against the asphalt devices installed so recently on the campus streets.
Untold numbers of students have been heard to
complain at length of the absurdity and inconvenience of the slight humps (not so slight to drivers
of sports cars) which have been placed at strategic points in the immediate area of the dormitory area.
Many students feel that there were certainly
legitimate cases of reckless speeding in this area,
but they have voiced the opinion that the drivers
in such instances were a definite minority, but
that the majority of those who drive on campus
are being made to bear the brunt of corrective
measures. In addition, speed-breakers are a
source of irritation to many visitors to the campus.
They also have the appearance of being a rather
immature solution to a specific problem.
Regardless of the arguments, the speed-breakers have accomplished their purpose. Traffic
moves at a fifteen mile per hour pace . . . until
the last hump is crossed. Then VAROOM, and
away it goes. But in the area where they have
been installed, presumably as a safety factor, they
have made crossing a street much safer and easier for pedestrian traffic.
Still, many have made this observation: if
there is a designated fifteen mph speed limit on
campus, rather than resorting to speed-breakers
post haste, why didn't the campus police begin
enforcing the speed limit much more strictly than
in the past to see if such action might not serve
as a deterrent to speeders?
Again, regardless of the arguments pro and
con, speed-breakers have thus far served a good
purpose. In their immediate area, an area of
heavy pedestrian traffic, motor traffic moves at a
much safer pace.
* * *
Campus elections are just about closed out,
save one. It requires great voter participation
and only a minimum of discerning ability on the
part of the voter in regard to the candidate. The
only catch is that you must vote with that loose
stuff which jangles in your pocket . . . money.
If you are particularly enthused over the qualifications of a particular candidate, you might conceivably add some of the, folding green to the
box in front of your candidate's picture. And it
is the picture which is the key to a candidate's
qualification for election.
This election is, of course, for UMOC ... the
Ugliest Man On Campus. In other schools that
observe this popular (discounting the sentiments
of the candidates) event, campaigning is much
more vigorous, though UMOC at Clemson is fast
coming more into the spotlight. Also, other
schools hold this election to find a popular man
among the student body; it's no indication, necessarily, of a candidate's looks, which might leave
room for thought that here at Clemson looks are
the sole criterion.
Anyway, the money realized from the contest
is well employed. It is added to the Student
Emergency Fund. So give UMOC your full monetary support. (P.S. You can also vote with bottles . . . six bottles equals ten votes. And some
of the Numbers have noted that Wayne Bell is
in the running, strongly.)
* * *
No doubt to the relief of vast numbers who
suffer through this column each week, it is the
last you shall be subjected to.. Next week, Charles
E. (Ever-Ready) Hill officially becomes the Associate Editor of the TIGER. Congratulations,
Charles, and aw revore (French a la Southern
dialect).
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TAPS: Ideas To Finished Product
By AL ROACH
Special TIGER Writer
Taps, the Clemson University yearbook, presents the
school with an unbiased review of the memories which
are typical of Clemson. These
are the memories that will be
kept by Clemson men as long
as they can turn the pages of
their Taps. The dance weekends, the games in Death Valley, the rat season, Junior
' Follies, the bull sessions, and
all the other activities are
held within the covers of
Taps. All phases of school life
are shown with the hope that
not even the smallest memory
will be lost.
Taps Senior Staff is an
achieved position. Many long
hours go into a yearbook and
each staffer does his part to
produce the best Taps ever.
But before the honor of being
elected to the Senior Staff,
there must be the work and
training of the Junior Staff.
This important part of Taps
comes from the drop-ins at
the first and last of every
year.

Taps starts its work early
in the summer of each school
year. Plans for the next book
3re made and the calendar of
vents fall into place. Both
senior and junior staffers return to Clemson three to four
days before school starts in
order to prepare for the long
task of picture taking that
comes with matriculation.
This is when the junior staffers get their first real taste
of true annual work.
Not only do the junior
staffers help with matriculation, but they must sell book
reservations to the students.
During this first stage all depends upon the organization
and the coordination among
the Taps staff members just
as it does throughout the
year. When the picture taking
is done, this section is still
not completed. The pictures
must be returned by GasparWare Photographers and then
alphabetized by classes.
As the year continues the
designers work with the section editors in order to compile the individual sections

One of the first steps of production is the planning of the
individual sections. Here Editor-in-Chief Jim Hambright, Designer Lee Bearsch, and Faculty and Administration Editor Ed Munnerlyn plan Ed's section as to
layout and composition. (TAPS Photo)

Co-Designer Peter Sherratt and Co-Organizations Editor
Harvey Springer work on the design of Harvey's section.
(TAPS Photo)

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NbDos™ keeps yog mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee. Yet
NoDosis faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habitflwiiiiiit Next time monotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do ... park up
with safe, effective No Do*
Keep Alert Tablets.

which make up the book.
Along with this, the designers
must design the cover, the
prologue, the epilogue, and
the division sheets. "
Throughout the year the
photographers take both the
informal and formal pictures
which make the Taps both interesting and meaningful.
Among these formal shots are
pictures of the faculty and
the administration. As these
pictures come in they must be
identified by schools and then
placed in their proper position in the book.
Football games, basketball
games, baseball games, and
all other Clemson sports
events must be recorded as
their schedules are met. With
the football games come the
dance weekends; these too
must be written up as they
occur. All in all, every activity at Clemson University is
covered and is placed in Taps.
All of this written information must be read and corrected by the copy editor before it is finally approved for
printing.
While all of this is happening the advertising editor
must make sure that the junior staffs are securing the allimportant advertisements that
will make up his section of
Taps. Firms all over the state
and some in other states place
ads in the yearbook, but first
they must be contacted and
contracted.
Then comes one of the
hardest jobs on the Taps. That
is the compiling of all of the
organizations on campus that
wish to be recognized on the
pages of the annual. This involves contacting the organization, establishing a contract,
getting the list of all the members, recording their names,
receiving the copy that they
want to appear, and then placing all of this in the Taps in
a methodical and appealing
manner.
Once all of the sections are
completed, the index of students, organizations, and advertisements has to be compiled. The student index must
show the pages on which each
student appears. This is a
long and hard task which has
to be done. Then the book is
sent to R. L. Bryan in Columbia for printing. This company makes up the primary
copy and sends it back, section by section, to the Taps
staff for approval. Once approval is granted, the material is again returned to R. L.
Bryan and then the final product is awaited. Still the work
is not finished. When the
books finally are returned they
must be distributed to every
student who wishes to purchase a Taps.
Taps has long proven itself
as one of the best in its field.
For the last three years Taps
has achieved the "All America Award," which is the
highest rating given by the
National Collegiate Press Association. Taps has also been
awarded the "Best Yearbook
Award" from the South Carolina Collegiate Press Association for the past several years.
The Taps Senior Staff for

Your QtexaU) Store

signer for the annual. He is
a member of Sigma Alpha
Zeta. the IFC, and the AIA
and Minarets, honorary architectural societies, and Tiger
Brotherhood. He is a past
member of the Central Dance
Association.
Ed Munnerlyn, an I. M.
major from Greenwood, served as academics editor. Ed is
a member of Delta Kappa Alpha, Tiger Brotherhood, and
is treasurer of CDA. This is
his second year on the Senior
Taps staff.
Charles Harmon, a pre-dental student from Greenville,
has served as activities editor
for the past two years.
Charles is also a member of
Sigma Alpha Zeta, Blue Key,
Tiger Brotherhood, and Delta
Sigma Nu.
This year's sports editor
was Ed Tennent, a chemical
engineering
major
from
Spartanburg. Ed is a member
of Phi Kappa Delta fraternity.
He is also a member of the
CDA junior staff.
Harvey Springer, a math
major from Jacksonville, Fla.
served as one of the co-organizations editors. He is a
member of Kappa Delta Chi
fraternity. The other co-organizations editor was Mac
Brooks, an IM major from
Newberry. Mac is a member
of Phi Kappa Delta fraternity.
Goz Segars, an agronomy

After a regular TAPS meeting, senior staffers gather for a bull session. In such impromptu discussions, important changes are discussed and new ideas are born. (TAPS
Photo)
major from Hartsville, was
this year's classes editor. Goz
will serve as feature editor
next year. He is a member of
Delta Kappa Alpha and the
CDA junior staff.
Peter Sherratt was the codesigner for the 1965 Taps.
Pete is an architecture major from Tom's River, N. J.
He is a member of AIA and
the Numeral Society.
Al Roach, an IM major
from Atlanta, Ga., served as

copy editor and advertising
manager. He is a member of
Kappa Delta Chi, Blue Key,
and Scabbard and Blade. He
will serve as the editor for
the 1966 Taps.
An economics major from
Burlington, N. C, Tate Horton served as this year's features editor. Tate is also a
member of Tiger Brotherhood, Kappa Delta Chi, Who's.
Who, and is the president of
Blue Key National Honor Fra-

ternity. He has also served in,
the senate.
This year's staff had two
co-photographers, John Lee,
an I.E. major from Atlanta,
Ga., will return as a senior
staff photographer again next!
year. Lex Scott, an I.M. major from Mamaroneck, N. Y.,
is also a member of S.A.M.
and I.M.S. He too will return
as a senior staff photographer.

The final step is the distribution of the yearbook to the student body.
Here senior staffers Ed Lominack and Tate Horton rake in the money
for last year's TAPS. (TAPS Photo)

Mac Harley, junior staffer, and Mac Brooks, Co-Organizations Editor,
identify pictures and crop the photos for their section. (TAPS Photo)

Seniors Suggest Campus Improvements
By JERRY BARON
TIGER Reporter
In interviews with thirtyone "graduating seniors, many
different and important opinions have been expressed as
to what one improvement
could be suggested to improve
Clemson University. Some
real thought was put behind
these suggestions to make
such improvements. Problems
ranged from the light to the
very serious to minor creature comforts. The people interviewed represented a cross
section of the graduates with
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L. C. MARTIN
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1965-1966 has been announced. It is as follows: Editor, Al
Roach; Business Manager, Ed
Tennent; Designer, Pete Sherratt; Co-Designer, Ed Blakely; Co-Photographers, John
Lee, B. H. Garni, and Lex
Scott; Feature Editor, Goz
Segars; Activities Editor, Mike
Maxwell; Co - Organizations
Editors, Nancy Miller and Roy
Turner; Faculty and Administration Editor, Charles Jager;
Advertising Manager, Mike
Pushkar; Copy Editor and Office Manager, Jim Byrum;
Sports Editor, Mac Harley;
and Photo Editor, John Tolan.
The editor-in-chief of the
1965 Taps was Jim Hambright, an economics major
from Blacksburg. While attending Clemson Jim has
served as president of the
IFC, treasurer of the Student
Body, and a member of High
Court. He is also a member
of Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Kappa Phi, and
Kappa Sigma Nu fraternity,
He has also been recognized
by Who's Who.
Ed Lominack served as the
business manager for the
Taps this year. He is a premed student from Newberry.
Ed is also chairman of the
High Court, a member of Blue
Key, Delta Sigma Nu, Alpha
Zeta, Kappa Delta Chi and
Who's Who.
Lee Bearsh, from Binghamton, N. Y., served as the de-
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most major fields represented.
To several graduates, the
most needed improvement is
an increase in the recreational facilities here. "For such
functions as concerts, dances,
and indoor sports there are
not adequate facilities," says
Jimmy Williams, a dairy
science major from Norway.
Gene Sanchez suggested some
specific form of recreation for
during the week.
Greg Catoe, a textile management major from Kershaw, was particularly outspoken on Clemson's lack of
recreational facilities. "Many
more recreational facilities
are needed to keep boys here
on weekends out of trouble':
"The reason Ernest Wade
was at Whitewater Falls was
that he could not find recreation at Clemson. Many people go out and get drunk for
lack of something better to do
on a Saturday night. At Wingate College there are ten
tennis courts for one thousand students while we have
only six for four thousand."

Cars and what to do with
them are also the concern of
several. Lawrence Workman
wants improved security on
the parking lots. "There have
been many cases of cars being vandalized and stolen.
Lights on the lot would help.
Maybe fences too." Neal Mosely added, "Lights may help,
but more patrolling by police
is needed." Butch Holcombe
complains that the parking
situation is chaotic while Ed
Green, an English major from
Duncan, took a negative approach. "Make the entire
campus into a walking campus. Near the chemistry building and Hardin Hall, there is
a tremendous problem."
Apparently, along with becoming a university, the professors have tended to become less personal and more
difficult as each tries to maintain his identity by stressing
his field. "An increased understanding between the administration and the students
and between the faculty is
needed," said English major
Howie Fishbein, from Great

if she doesn't give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EA5C-,

1:30—With Me Today—A fifteen minute interview with
Mr. Thomas J. Deegan, Jr., the Chairman of the
Executive Committee of the New York World's
Fair. Mr. Deegan will describe some of the new
attractions at the fair and will discuss the possibilities of the fair's making money.

Neck, N. Y. "Students must
realize why they are in college, the faculty must develop
the students' realizations, and
the administration must create the atmosphere favorable
for the development of these
realizations of the students."
Dalton McMullan also would
like to see closer studentfaculty relations. Chemistry
major B. L. Eudy thinks, "The
professors need to realize that
a student takes courses other
than the one that that professor teaches. Also, more uniformity is needed in the
teaching of courses." Sonny
Handberry adds, "The rule about not having quizzes during the week before exams
should be enforced."
Four believed that certain
academic regulations pertaining to grades should be
changed. Mechanical engineering major Jimmy Cely believes Clemson should adopt
the policy of its sister school,
Winthrop, and, "If a person
takes a course over, the person should only have the
higher grade recorded . . . "
Raymond Cadorette, an economics major from Lake
View, and Tim Hart, an agronomy major from Holly Hill,
both agree that the GPR system should be changed so
that a student gets what he
deserves, such as a 2.7 for a

77% average in a course, in-(
stead of just a 2.0. Along similar lines, Paul Coward suggested a GPR system based
on six points rather than four.
Among some of the improvements directed at the
student's comfort and welfare
John Hatcher wants "something done with the 'tin cans.'
They are inadequate as dormitories . . . this year's improvements are a good start."
Bill Dillard would like to see
an intra-dormitory telephone
system which would provide
for better communications
between students and to minimize time wasted in running
around the dorms trying to
find someone.
Charlestonian Wayne Hardwick would like to see some
system for students to voice
petty gripes and have something done about them, not
just have them referred to
committee. An example is tHe
drainage behind the tenth
dormitory. "These small complaints amount to something.
They pile up and irritate
people." Joe Shealy would
like to see a simpler procedure for student organizations
to use when requesting work;
done through university facilities.
Ed Sheely, a biology major
(Cont. Special Section, Pg. 3)
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Tiger Reviews From Rat Hop
To Jabberwocky To Senior Day
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES
TIGER News Writer

This school year has almost ended, leaving behind it memories of happy
dance weekends, entertaining concerts, the construction of new additions,
to the Clemson campus, a heated national election, and the sadness of
losses of friends and classmates.

WSBF Announcer Keys Lewis prepares to send another
record out over the sound waves. Highlight of the Clemson station's year was its final pre-holiday marathon,
lasting 174 hours.

Clemson's Central Dance
Association started the new
year off with a bang as they
presented Mary Wells and
Major Lance at Rat Hop in
Sept. Miss Patricia Rhodes of
Greenville
was
crowned
queen at the Friday night
dance.
WSBF, the student radio
station, began its seventh year
of broadcasting to the Clemson students on Sept. 15. The
month of Sept. also saw the
beginning of a heated national
presidential campaign. Republican Senator Strom Thurmond brought the campaign
into Tigertown as he spoke at
a "Goldwater for President"
rally held in front of the
University's
field
house.
Thurmond had earlier changed his loyalty from the Democratic
to the
Republican
party.
Anita Bryant, the popular
and versatile recording star,
teamed up with Guy Lombardo and his Royal Canadians
to, begin the concert series in
Oct. The Tigers roared and
gave Miss Bryant a standing
ovation as she won her way
into their hearts with her
singing and charm. As Oct.
progressed, the second of the
concert series was presented.
The National Swedish Chorus,
under the direction of Martin
Lidstam, brought to Clemson
songs from Brahms and Bee-

The 1964 Presidential Campaign came to Clemson in the form of a gigantic Goldwater for President rally at the Field House. Featured speaker was South Carolina's Democrat-turned-Republican Senator, Strom Thurmond. (Photo by McKinnon)

Seniors Express Views
(From Special Section, Pg. 2)
from Newberry, believes that
freshmen need better guidance upon arrival. "Most of
the freshmen pick a major
and then get involved in it
before realizing they are not
best suited for it."
At least one graduate feels
that there is a supression of
individual liberties here. Emmett Laitala, a Clemson physics major, feels "students
should be allowed the same
freedoms as other citizens,
including free expression and
advertisement of their views
concerning politics and other
important
issues
affecting
them as citizens. This expression should be encouraged
and stimulated by the univer, sity rather than discouraged."
The most talked-about topic
was the courses offered and
the administration of them.
Many complaints were registered concerning lack of freedom of choosing courses for a
certain major, the limited
English courses, and the lack
of depth in humanities. Engineers particularly did not approve of the present curri-

culums. Henry Turner, a mechanical engineering major,
wants the required - electives
for engineers to be more critically analyzed: "Engineers
need more humanities and
less technical electives."
John McGorty, a chemical
engineering major, also believes that engineers need
more English than is currently being offered, and that
more liberal arts courses are
needed. Textile management
major Ken Eubanks wants
more emphasis on English
courses and less specialization at an early date. Bill
Bellinger from Sullivan's Island, a history major, wants
an increased liberal arts program. "Clemson is small for a
university. There are no majors in sociology, government,
psychology, or philosophy."
Bill adds, "If you're going to

have a university, you've got
to have a good liberal arts
program."
Greenville English major
Larry Joe Payne would like
to see the removal of "weeding-out" courses from curriculums, such as requiring liberal arts majors to take
chemistry and math. "A student should be allowed more
freedom in
choosing his
courses. He should be required to take 25 credits of advanced work for a major and
15 for a minor. Everyone
should be required to take
four semesters of English. An
English major should be allowed to take any electives
he wants other than a "weeding-out" course which can
flunk out a person if he is not
interested in it. I know from
experience. I came close to
it."
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March, compiling an 8-15 record. They went to Raleigh
with high hopes of pulling an
upset in the ACC tournament,
but they were defeated in
their first game by Maryland.
N. C. State finally won the
tournament by beating Duke
in the finals, but lost to
Princeton in the first round
of the regionals.
April started off with the
CDA's Spring Hop. Bert Massengale and his Orchestra
played at the Friday night
dance, and The Impressions
were scheduled for the Saturday night dance, but they arrived late. Van Cliburn concluded the concert series with
a piano concert in the university field house.
Two more students died
during the month of April,
and another was reported
missing. Ernest Wade fell to
his death while attempting to
climb up Whitewater Falls.
Randal Foster died when he
fell beneath the wheels of a
university
garbage
truck
which he and three other students had taken. The third
student, James King, was reported missing when he failed to reach home two weeks
ago.
The university began to expand this year as construction
started on the new men's 11th
dorm ahd a second women's
dormitory. Funds were set aside and construction begun
for a two million dollar library to serve the Clemson
students. A new motor pool
was built, repairs to the Industrial Engineering Building
started, and an addition to
the Chemistry building began
to take shape. There are plans
for the construction of a new
infirmary to be started this
summer.
This year has been one for
exciting times and serious
times, and it's not over yet.
Tonight, the CDA presents
their final dance of the year,
Jr.-Sr. Dag Walton and the
Continentals start the show
off tonight and Dionne Warwick highlights the Jr.-Sr.
Saturday
night festivities.
Still ahead are the final exams for the semester and then
summer!

^■s^P
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One of the favorite events of each rat season is the scrape-lhe-painl-off-the-flagpole
riot after the big pep rally. Crushed feet, scarred hands, and stolen rat hats make
it an enjoyable occasion for freshmen. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer)

TAPS Distribution
Those students who have
made either a $6.00 or a $3.00
payment may pick up their
TAPS according to the following schedule:
Seniors—Friday, May 7
Juniors—Monday, May 10
Sophomores—Tuesday, May
11
Freshmen — Wednesday,
May 12
The annuals may be picked
up between the hours of one
and five in the afternoons of
the designated days. A limited number of books will go
on sale on Thursday for those
who have not reserved them.
They will be distributed from
the co-ed lounge on the Loggia.

Parks anywhere

Coach Bobby Roberts' Tiger roundballers lost many cliffhangers during the season, but the team made it a point
to rout the Gamecocks when they visited Clemson. Jim
Sutherland dunks one for two more points against the
hapless Birds.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY RING CHARMS
AMERICAN MADRAS HATS AND
HENLEY STYLE SHIRTS $3.95

SLOAN'S MEN'S SHOP
Let Mom and Dad reserve
a National Car for Graduation!

Clemson Theatre
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
May 6-7-8
CHARLTON HESTON
RICHARD HARRIS
JIM HUTTON

"MAJOR DUNDEE"
— IN COLOR —

RESERVE EARLY TO BE ASSURED A CAR-

Sun. 3 P.M. — May 9
JANET LErGH
ANTHONY PERKINS
In
ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

CALL US COLLECT

"PSYCHO"

Reservations met at Arriving Airline Counter.

Sun. 9 P.M. Mon. - May 9-10
ANNIE GIRARDOT
MARIE BELL

All Reservations Guaranteed by National!

Love in the French Style!

Note All Greenville-Spartanburg Airport

A Honda is a slim 24"
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
^^| ^^ You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
Like just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguishedT-bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department Cl, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

HONDA.

world's bigiett seller I

"LA BONNE SOUPE"

BERMUDA SHORTS
$2.98 & $3.98

TROUSERS
$3.98 to $6.98

thoven, and songs from the
Scandinavian countries
Nov. was an exciting month
on the Clemson campus. The
TIGER conducted a poll in
late Oct. as to their presidential preference. The students
overwhelmingly chose
Sen.
Goldwater as their choice for
the next president. But on
Nov. 3 voters went to the
polls and selected Lyndon B.
Johnson as the President of
the United States.
Many
Clemson students expressed
pleasure at the Goldwater
victory in South Carolina, but
were disappointed in Johnson's national win. Other students were very pleased with
the results.
Nov. 7 was Homecoming in
Tigertown, and the football
Tigers hosted the U. N. C.
Tarheels on Saturday afternoon. On the Friday night before, $1,500 worth of fireworks were displayed at the
annual Tigerama. The CDA
completed this exciting weekend by presenting Ben E.
King and Sam Cooke at
Homecoming dances.
Also in Nov., Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges announced the selection of 31
seniors and 3 juniors to represent Clemson.
The Tiger football team
ended a dismal season in
Nov., compiling a 3-7 record
and losing the final game of
the season to the Carolina
Gamecocks by the score of
7-3.
Dec. brought with it the anticipation
of
much-needed
Christmas holidays. WSBF
conducted its final Christmas
marathon, "Operation Save-aLife." The 174 hours of uninterrupted broadcasting was
the longest in the seven year
history of the student station.
Their theme this year was
"Home for the Holidays and
Back." Part of this year's program included a car safety
check for Clemson students.
Sadness pervaded the Clemson campus as students returned to school and found
that a student had been killed over the Christmas holidays. McDaniel Brice was
killed in an automobile wreck
near Chester on Dec. 30.
A rash of fires broke out in
the Clemson community during Dec. The first almost completely gutted the Clemson
elementary school. A second
fire destroyed the Methodist
Church in Clemson.
During Jan., students were
faced with exams and the beginning of a new semester. In
Feb. the concert series continued as Mr. Richard Leibert, the organist of the Radio
City Music Hall, presented a
concert in the field house. Interested students and faculty
members got together and
formed the Coffee House
which was named The Jabber wocky Club.
Midwinters 1965 was presented by the CDA as the
Dave Brubeck Quartet and
Jerry Butler provided
the
music for the third dance of
the year.
Again in Feb. the Clemson
campus was saddened by the
death of another student.
Ronnie Moyer and his family
died in a car wreck near Lake
City as they travelled to the
beach.
In March, the Boston Pops
Orchestra
presented
the
fourth concert of the series in
the field house. Mu Beta Psi
presented the annual Spring
Sounds, and Olympic medal
winner Rusty Wailes spoke to
the student body about the
morals of Americans.
The
Clemson
basketball
team ended its season in

NEW Y.M.C.A. RECREATION AREA

(NATI&NAL\
CAR RENTAL ^
415 S. MAIN STREET

GREENVILLE, S. C.

PHONE 232-6108

Tues. 8c Wed. MATINEE
May 11-12
16 Top Acts with the New
International Beat That's
Rockin' the World!
The Animals - The Honeycombs - Billie Davit
Matt Monro - The Beatles
and Many More . . .

"GO GO MANIA!"
— IN COLOR —

•plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges
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Taps, CDA, Tiger, WSBF Select Junior-Senior Dance Sponsors
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\
Miss March New-kirk
for Al Roach
TAPS Copy and
Advertising Editor

Miss Marchita Williams
for Tommy Hamm
WSBF Business Director

Mrs. E. T. Smith, Jr.,
for E. T. Smith, Jr.
CDA President

Miss Margaret Louise Owen
for Mac Brooks
TAPS Co-Organizations
Editor

mmmi^mmf

Miss Joyce Boulware
for G. C. Pundt
WSBF Traffic Manager

Miss Orene Sfroud
for Tate Horlon
TAPS Feature Editor

Miss Laurie Fowler
for Neil Robinson
CDA Vice-President

Miss Ann Lindsay
for Frank Pearce
TIGER Associate Editor

Miss Len Stanley
for Johnny Scoggins
CDA Publicity Chairman

Miss Deborah Sprague
for Herb Hollar
WSBF News Manager

Miss Mishelle Barnett
for John Lee
TAPS Co-Photographer

Miss Laurie Perry
for Jim Henderson
WSBF Office Manager

Miss Betty Bowers
for Ed Lominack
TAPS Business Manager

Miss Jean Johnson
for Charles Harmon
TAPS Activities Editor

Miss Ann Watson
for Lee Bearsch
TAPS Designer

Miss Elizabeth McRae
for Billy Walker
TIGER Sports Editor

Miss Em Heins
;
for Glenn Corley
CDA Decorations Chairman

Miss Sue Ann Vansant
for Bill Anderson III
TIGER Feature Editor

Miss Brenda Gregg
for Edward Munnerlyn
CDA Secretary-Treasurer
TAPS Faculty-Administration
Editor

Miss Carole Applegaie
for Peter Sherratt
TAPS Designer

Miss Cheryl Wilson
for Goz Segars
TAPS Classes Editor

Miss Nancy Miller
for Jim Hambright
TAPS Editor-in-Chief

Miss Joan Marie Williams
for Edward Tennent
TAPS Sports Editor

Miss Carole Hope
for Harvey Springer
TAPS Co-Organizations
Editor

Miss Jan Owings
for Don Ellis
TIGER Business Manager

Miss Susanne Bradley
for John C. Lank
TIGER Circulation Manager

Mrs. Ken Bolt
for Ken Boll
CDA Floor Chairman

Miss Judy Black
for John McConnell
CDA Allernus
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Tennis Championship Decided In Tigers At Duke
After Two Wins
Meet This Weekend At Raleigh
By BILLY WALKER
TIGER Sports Editor

Pink-cheeked, a little overweight by his own
admission, and eighty-two. William Latimer resides in the Ciemson House and looks down on
the campus that he first left in 1906 as a student.
Mr. Latimer. Bill to friends, is one of the most
avid sports fans on campus. "I used to get to
all the games." he said, "but I don't get around
that much any more."
Mr. Latimer. excuse me sir, I mean Bill, returned to Ciemson in 1953 after retiring from
work with the Soil Conservation Service. "My
wife was with me then,"' Bill recalled. "She died
a couple of years ago. Now I do all kinds of
things to keep busy."
One of Bill's earlier busying projects was
writing Sixty Years of Football at Ciemson. a
review of football at Ciemson from 1896-1956.
Bill donated his work to the library. "The athletic association mimeographed about fifty copies
of it," Bill added.
■•Football." Bill began, "hasn't changed a lot
since 1953. We have just about the same coaching staff: we've fielded some good teams. The
thing most people forget is that we can't have a
great team even.- year. As sure as the boys
come, they've got to leave and when they leave
you have to find adequate replacements "
"We struggled a good bit after Heisman left
us." Heisman was a successful football coach at
Ciemson in the early 1900's. "I call that the
'Dark Ages' of Ciemson football. After Jess
Xeely and Frank Howard came along things
picked up considerably."
"Do I work much with IPTAY. No. I really
don't get around that much. I carry a double
IPTAY card (two memberships). At first, I was
a little skeptical of the organization, but now I
see that it's the only way we can get good athletes. You have to go out and get them now.
They don't come to you like they used to. We
have to go out and get the players that will get
the job done."
Latimer. oops. Bill, an Abbeville native, spent
twenty-five years with the U. S. Soil Survey and
sixteen years with the Soil Conservation Service. "We worked in the north in the summer."
he recalled, "and in the south in -the winter. It
worked out real well."
"One thing." said Bill, "one thing they did
when I was at Ciemson was to teach you to work.
No one left here without knowing how to work
and work hard. But Ciemson today is a much
better school. I'm sure of that."
Bill Latimer, widowed, eighty-two and living
in the Ciemson House, spends the majority of his
time on the campus that he came to love so he
decided to spend his retirement here. Few students know Bill Latimer, but perhaps many
could profit from his devotion to the school.

By ERNEST STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Wriler
The 1965 season for the
Ciemson Tiger tennis team
ends with weekend with the
Atlantic Coast Conference
Tournament in Raleigh. The
netters have an over-all record
of 15-4, and are South Carolina State Champions. According to Coach Dwayne Bruley,
Ciemson must win the ACC
tournament to have had a
successful season. Coach Bruley . . . "I, of course, am
pleased that our over-all record has been so good this
year. However, we have not
won the big ones. TJNC, Mary-

land, Georgia, and Georgia
Tech have all beaten us in
games we needed to win. This
team has been an exciting one
for the fans and an interesting one to coach."
For the tournament this
weekend, all players are
ranked in their respective divisions. Although the pairings
were not available when the
Tiger went to press, Coach
Bruley was of the opinion
that "James Ledbetter will
be number one seeded in the
sixth singles position. Ed
Crow has lost only to UNC's
man and stands a good chance
of being number one seeded

Golfers Take
Six Matches
By ERNEST STALLWORTH
TIGER Sports Writer
There is a sport .at Ciemson which the student body
proper participates in and
competes with other schools
without the benefit of a scholarship. That sport is golf. To
get the story we talked to
Coach Whitey Jordan.
"This year we had 30 boys
to come out for the team.
These 30 were cut to 12 and
we carry eight boys to the
matches. These boys consider
their studies first and golf
second. They practice whenever they can, going over to
Anderson Country Club in the
afternoons. In our home
matches, we play over in Anderson."
Coach Jordan . . . "The
players on the team this year
are: Pete Pearson, Jim McKellar, Bill Wallace, and Jim
Foster. We also have four
seniors: Faye Gooding, Jim
Self, Bob McCloud, and Pat
Harmon. In a match we designate seven as competing
for the team and the top five
of these are scored."
The golfing Tigers have
played in ten matches this
year. They have won six and
lost four. Coach Jordan . . .
"In the state we have beaten
four teams: Furman, Citadel,
Wofford, and in ACC competition South Carolina. We
have won three conference
matches all together, beating

Maryland and Virginia. Our
four losses have been to the
North Carolina schools: Duke,
Wake Forest, N. C. State, and
North Carolina. Three of these
teams give scholarships:
South Carolina, Maryland
(both of whom we beat), and
Wake Forest — which has the
best team in the conference."
In the State Tournament
recently completed the Tigers
finished second to Wofford.
The tournament was held in
Hampton, which is Faye
Gooding"s home town. Faye
commanded quite a following
—known as Faye's Army.
Coach Jordan . . . "In the
state tournament we tied the
record with a two round team
total of 581, but we lost by
five strokes as Wofford broke
the record with a round of
576. However, Pete Pearson
finished number one in the
state with an excellent second
round of 65 for a two round
total of 139. Faye Gooding,
who holds the course record,
came in with a 141 for third
place."
This weekend the Tigers
travel to the ACC tournament. They are taking only
five players — studies claiming the rest. Coach Jordan . . .
"Wake Forest is definitely the
favorite. We hope to acquit
ourselves well. I know that
Pete Pearson will be keyed
up for the event; he has a
brother who plays for Wake
Fores"..'

in the fifth position. Going
into the tournament, North
Carolina has yet to lose a
match, having a 19-0 record.
They beat Maryland, 7-2, and
Ciemson by the same score.
However, that doesn't necessarily mean that they will
win all the marbles. In tournament play one player could
easily upset another. We are
going into the tournament
with the belief that if we play
our best tennis we can come
home champions. The championship of the conference is
decided by the tournament
and not by the regular season."
Over the season there have
been a few surprises for
Coach Bruley. He states . . .
"Zulfi Rahim is our number
one player. After Zulfi the
other five boys are about even. At the start of the season
Sammy Smithyman was placed in the number three position. I knew the position
would be hard for Sammy—
the competition is stiff. During the season Sammy has
grown to the position. He is
an aggressive competitor who
never quits. He has vastly
improved this year ^through
hard work and has earned
valuable points for us all season. Ed Crow, and James
Ledbetter have played well
at the fifth and sixth position. Between them, they have
only lost one ACC match.
These two boys have the desire that it takes to win.
"The spirit has been great
all year. These boys are
enthused about winning
and have worked hard to
thai end all year. The difference between top teams
and good teams is toughness. The only way to achieve this toughness is by
practice and desire—tennis
matches are not won on the
day of the match, they are
won by hard work on the
practice field. A coach can
only do so much—the rest
must come from inside of
the individual boy."
Zulfi Rahim has played
number one all season. His
over-all record has not been
outstanding, but all of bis
matches have been close.
Coach Bruley . . . "Zulfi is
extremely easy to coach — he
does all that is expected of
him and more. He does not

look as if he is fired up to
the average fan, because he
has an even disposition and
rarely gets upset about his
mistakes. Zulfi plays tough
tennis against the toughest
players."
The number one position
demands something
extra
from the player. Each university that plays intercollegiate
tennis has at least one good
boy—this means that the
number one player must extend himself each time he
takes the court, there are no
easy opponents in the number one position. Zulfi, himself, feels that "there is a definite responsibility connected with the number one position. I enjoy playing no. one
but it has been challenging
because of the stiff competition. I believe that the number one player must set an
example in his manner and
in his attitude. I go into every
match feeling that I can win,
but things don't work out
that way all the time. Since
the players are almost equal,
luck often decides the match.
For this reason, I feel that
anyone can win the tournament this weekend."
In the doubles competition
Ciemson has one strong entry. Coach Bruley . . . "Tom
Long and Zulfi have only lost
one match in ACC competition—and that was to UNC
this past weekend. They are
by far our strongest doubles
team. However, in the season
the other doubles teams have
come through in the clutch
and won several matches for
us. I feel that we can acquit
ourselves well in this catagory."
Next season the first four
players will return. Only Ed
Crow and James Ledbetter
are graduating this season.
Coach Bruley . . . "Crow and

By SAMMIE CARROS
TIGER Sports Writer
Coach Bill Wilhelm takes
his Ciemson Baseball Tigers
to Durham today to do battle
with the Duke Blue Devils. In
their first encounter this year
the Tigers put the Blue Devils down to the tune of 10-2.
Bill Parmar with a 4-1 record
is expected to start for Ciemson.
This past weekend Ciemson
traveled to North Carolina to
take on the Tar Heels and the
NC State Wolfpack. On Friday the Tigers and the Tar
Heels locked up in a thirteen
inning affair before Bill Taylor slapped a bases loaded
single to drive in the winning
run for North Carolina. Danny Walker was the winner
and went the distance for
North Carolina. Rusty Adkins
knocked out three hits in six
trips to the plate.
On, Saturday Ciemson moved to Raleigh and defeated
the Wolfpack 6-4. Dale Smith
pitched four innings in relief
and gave up two hits in winning his third game in four

decisions. Rusty Adkins collected three hits and reilis
Dantzler got two hits and
three RBI's for Ciemson. Bill
Parmar connected for a round
tripper for the Tigers.
The South Carolina Game-i
cocks received a rough welcoming at Ciemson Tuesday
as they were blasted 18-1.
Tommy Chapman went the
distance for Ciemson collecting his third victory against
two defeats. He also fanned
twelve Gamecock
batters.
Bobby Bryant the first of six
pitchers used by the Gamecocks, was the loser. Lawton
Cowart connected for a homer
and George Sutton collected
three of Clemson's twelve
hits. One of the unusual plays
of the game came on an attempted pick-off of a Ciemson runner on first base. The
throw went into left field foul
territory and the Gamecock
first baseman left the ball
out there. The Ciemson "runner, Rusty Adkins scored all
the way from first. The Tigers and the Gamecocks now
have identical 6-5 records in
the ACC. Ciemson is 14-10-1
overall and South Carolina is
14-10.
Rusty Adkins is currently
leading the Tigers in most of
the hitting departments. He
has a .465 batting average,
.727 slugging percentage, nine
doubles, forty-six bits and
twenty-two RBI's. Jackie McCall is leading the team in
round trippers with seven.
Tommy Chapman has an ERA
of 2.09, has struck out 92 batters and has five complete
games and a 3-2 record. Bill
Parmar has the best wor*-lost
record with four victories and
one defeat.

Ledbetter have won a lot of
matches for
us this year.
Depth has helped us a lot, and
to continue our success we
must come up with two more
boys with the ability of these
two. On our freshman team
there are several boys who
may move in and do a good
job for us. Wilkins, Muthig,
Reynolds, Sibert, Swink, and
Carlson have composed the
frosh team and all have
worked hard this year and
have shown the will to win.
The summer will be a big
factor in deciding how good
a team we will have next
Clemson's remaining games
year. If the boys work and
improve themselves over the include Duke, Wake Forest,
vacation, I feel that we can Georgia Tech, South Carolina
and Furman.
have a real fine team."
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Crazy diet, ridiculous hours
and shaving.
Your skin doesn't stand much of
a chance against them.

PEPSI COLft
-

Meet
Morris
Keller...

Air Force ROTC
has now been updated to fit into today's
busy undergraduate schedule.
Here are the facts about the new two-year AFROTC Program.

YOUR
FRIEND
FOR
LIFE

Who is eligible for two-year AFROTC? Any which will amount to approximately $120. Durmale undergraduate who still has two years re- ing the school year, you will be paid $40 a month,
maining in college. It's an especially good break and you will also get free uniforms.
for junior college students who plan to complete Will I have a chance fo fly while I am in
their baccalaureate requirements at a four-year .AFROTC? Senior graduates are eligible for the
i institution.
Flying Instruction Program. This involves 36Lz
What's the curriculum like? It's been thoroughly hours of flight training and 35 hours of ground
revamped. You won't find pat answers and tra- school. Successful completion earns you a civilian
i ditional ritualized solutions to problems. New private pilot's license.
1
instructional methods teach the student to arrive
at his own conclusions, and to test them against
those of his classmates and instructors. Symbolic
of the change is the new title — Department of
Aerospace Studies.
Headquarters, Air Force ROTC
Attn: OI
How will students for the new program be
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama
chosen? First, you must pass the Air Force Officer Qualifying Test and have a medical examinaPlease send more information about the new
tion. Then you meet with the interview board of
Air Force ROTC program.
senior Air Force officers, who will decide whether
{you are to be selected to attend the Field Training
Name
__^^_
Course. This will be held during the summer
College now attending
—.
before your junior year. Its purpose is two-fold;
to let the Air Force judge you and to let you judge
the Air Force. Only after you are both satisfied
will you be enrolled in the program. So you see,
Expect to transfer to_
you have everything to gain and nothing to lose
by applying now. But you must act fast—applications will be closing for next year's juniors. Forms
-(Year)
-degree in_
Expectare available from the Professor of Aerospace
Studies, or from Headquarters Air Force ROTC,
Home Address,
Maxwell AFB. Alabama.

United States Air Force

Morris is your Southwestern Life College-Representative on the campus. He's helping young men plan
now for a better life tomorrow.
He has a special plan. Its name — the INSURED
CAREER PLAN. It's a young-man plan, a new-idea
plan created by one of the nation's leading life insurance companies especially for, and only for, men
college seniors and graduate students.
Morris Keller is an easy person to talk with, and
what he has to tell you about the INSURED CAREER
PLAN can make a lot of difference in your future.
Talk with him. There's never any obligation.

Southwestern
Life
msuKAHCt country • DAUAS • mrce nm
804 East Washington Si
GrwcnrilU. S. C.

Off. JJ1IT7S

As an AFROTC cadet, will I receive pay? Yes,
you will be paid for the Field Training Course

Pay a bit more and
get the cordless
REMINGTON8 LEKTRONIC II.
The diet and the hours you
can't do much about.

/.

HEMiNOTOM

1

^

!

The LEKTRONIC II puts a different
complexion on shaving.
4 tiny rollers on top of the big shaver
head protect like bumpers. Make sure
you get in close, but not too close
for comfort.
Once you're there, 348 cutting edges
take over. They're honed from surgical
high-carbon steel, so things never get dull.
Behind the scenes, there's the most
powerful motor in electric shaving. Works
on rechargeable energy cells without a
cord (also works with a cord, if you
forget to recharge). Frees you to shave
when you want. Where you want. And
there's no slowdown around tricky
neck or chin areas.
Get yourself the cordless REMINGTON
LEKTRONIC II Shaver. It'll give your
skin a fighting chance.

FtE
MINGTON
CLXCrmc
•
co**PORAno«
SMAVCB

SPERRY RAMO
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Dr. Blackwell Speaks On Area's Future

Members of the Light Brigade are (front row, left to right): Sherry McKee, Dotlie
Scarce, Patty Major, Joan Lancianese, Beth Hudson, Clara Jones, Nancy Suber; (back
row, left to right): Marv Sue Gibert, Mavis Cain, Jo Ann Winchester, Terry Charles,
Barbara Alverson, and Wanda Reynolds. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer)

Light Brigade Sponsors Army
A co-ed organization sponsoring the Army ROTC Cadet Brigade has been formed
at Clemson University. Entitled the Light Brigade, the
group sports burgundy uniforms and is composed of
girls from all classes at Clemson. Candidates are selected
on the basis of appearance,
poise, personality, congeniality, character, and interest in
the objectives of the Light
Brigade.
The expressed purpose of
the Light Brigade is to sponsor the units of the Clemson

Army ROTC Cadet Corps and
to advance and promote the
interest of Clemson University and the United States
Army. Officers are Commander Clara Jones, Executive Officer Patty Major, Administrative Officer Joan Lancianese, 'and Operations Officer
Terry Charles.
The Light Brigade attended
the Cherry Blossom Festival
in Washington, D. C, April
8-11. Here they watched the
National Drill Competition
and cheered for Clemson's
own Company C-4, Pershing

Bust Of James Byrnes
Presented To University
The Peace family of Greenville unveiled and presented
a bronze bust of James F.
Byrnes to Clemson at a
luncheon at the Wade Hampton Hotel in Columbia last
Saturday.
According to Dr. R. C. Edwards who accepted the gift
for the university, the bust
will be placed permanently
in the James F. Byrnes Room
of the new library. The library will eventually house
all the personal papers and
mementoes of Byrnes, who
has been a life trustee of
Clemson for 24 years. The library is scheduled for completion in several months.
Byrnes has served South

Carolina and the country with
45 years of his life as a circuit solicitor, a congressman,
a United States senator, secretary of state, and governor
of South Carolina.
A. Wolfe Davidson, head of
the department of art at
Brenau College in Gainesville,
Ga., sculptured the likeness
of Byrnes. At the luncheon
Davidson described how then
Congressman Byrnes managed to secure permission for
Davidson to come to America
as a Russian refugee of the
Bolshevik Revolution.
Roger C. Peace, publisher
of the Greenville News and
Greenville Piedmont, presented the bust.

Senate Officers Elected
By JOHN DICKERSON
Charles E. Foster, a rising
senior in electrical engineering from Summerville, was
elected president of the Student Senate Tuesday night as
the 1965-66 senate met for
the first time.
Charles served last year in
the capacity of Student Senate secretary. Foster stated
that the senate would begin
meeting probably the first
school week of next semester.
Susan Moore, a rising junior math major, was elected
to serve as secretary of the
new senate. John Dickerson, a
rising sophomore in industrial
management, was elected assistant secretary.
Foster appointed John Matthew as chairman of the Judiciary committee, William
Mays as head of the Student
Organization and Affairs committee, Larry Pettus as chair-

man of the Traffic and
Grounds committee, and Archie Harmon as chairman of
the General Affairs committee.
"The purpose of the 196566 Student Senate will be to
help provide rules and regulations, information, and any
other form of assistance which
the students desire for the
good of Clemson University,"
said Foster.
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Armed Forces Day
(Continued from page 1)
une Awards to Thomas Gooding and Marshall White, and
the Rifle Team Student coach
award to Robert W. Weaver.
Junior Army ROTC awards
presented will be the Superior Cadet Ribbon to Robert
R. Irvin, Association of the
U. S. Army Awards to Richard Papini, Henry D. Robertson, and Melvin B. Walden,
the Chicago Tribune Awards
to Mark K. Stewart and Edward S. Tennent, the Outstanding Counter - Guerilla
Award to Robert N. Kay, the
Clemson Cadet Cup, First
Place Regimental Drill Meet
Trophy, and George A. Douglas Award to Lory M. Johnson, and the Fourth Place National Drill Meet Trophy and
First Place Krewe of iris'
Award to John H. Beckroge.
Sophomore awards presented will be the Superior Cadet
Ribbon to William M. Click,
the R. W. Simpson Award to
William P. Hannah, the Scabbard and Blade Award to
William N. Hannah the Rifle
Team High-Firer Award to
Jesse D. Scott, and the Rifle
Team High-Standing Award
to Kenneth R. Aaltonen.
Freshman awards presented
will be the Superior Cadet
Ribbon to James R. Hendricks, the P. R. Pledge
Awards to Danny L. Rhodes
and William J. McAnick, and
the Rifle Team Freshman
Award to Louis T. Camerio.

A stirring book
by the Director
of the
Peace Corps
and the War
on Poverty

STUDY
THIS SUMMER . .

UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
FULLY ACCREDITED

Rifles. Hoping to organize a
girls' drill team during next
year, the Light Brigade took
special interest in watching
several outstanding female
drill teams compete.
Besides the above listed officers, other members of the
Light Brigade are Nancy Suber, Sherry McKee, Carol
Britton, Mary Trout, Beth
Hudson, Mary Sue Gibert, Jo
Ann Winchester, Joan Strickland, Mavis Cain, Barbara Alverson, Wanda Reynolds, and
Dottie Scarce.

LANCE
by Sargent
Shriver
16 pages of illustrations
At all bookstores.
Cloth, $4.95. Paper, $1.45

"This book combines the
vision and hardheaded,
practical touch of its author,
one of the ablest new figures
in public life of our generation. It is a book to give
courage and hope to the
anxious and fearful, and to
confirm the faith of those
who see what a great future
lies before mankind. If
Sargent Shriver's ringing
words could be read by millions — as I hope it will be —
it would advance the cause
of peace and tell Americans
more about their true selves
than any book I have seen
in many a year. It is a distinguished and thoughtful
book by a shining personality."
— DAVID E. LIIJENTHAL
"An extremely valuable resource and contribution in
the War on Poverty around
the world and in our own
backyard." — PROFESSOR
PATRICIA SEXTON, New York
University

(J)W«Af>euTW,NJew York, N. Y. 10016

Painting a picture of Up- rapidly developing metropoliCountry South Carolina tan region held together by
emerging into a full-fledged transportation lines, common
metropolitan region, Dr. Gor- characteristics and common
don D. Blackwell, president problems.
of Furman University, spoke
"In the future this area may
Wednesday at the Clemson become one linear city," venUniversity Honors and tured the Furman president,
Awards Day convocation as "90 to 100 miles long by
the speaker of the day.
about 50 miles wide. The
The academic excellence area now contains well over
and outstanding achievements 600,000 people and a large
of more than 400 Clemson share of the new industry deUniversity students were rec- veloping within the state is
ognized and rewarded during locating in this urbanized
Honors and Awards Day cer- area.
emonies here Wednesday af"The trends of development
ternoon.
in this potentially metropoliDr. Blackwell, president of tan region indicate numerous
Furman University, delivered problems for the rapidly
the main speech of the day in growing
communities,
yet
Tillman
Hall
auditorium these trends also afford the
where top scholastic college opportunity to achieve an adand school awards, university- vantageous mixture of rural
wide academic awards and and urban environments for
non-academic awards for su- human living.
perior achievement were pre"Wise forward-looking city
sented. Earlier, numerous and county planning, with
awards in recognition of out- some leadership, and assiststanding scholars were given ance from our state governat assemblies in the College ment, will be required if we
of Agriculture and Biological are to capitalize to the fullest
Sciences, the School of Archi- on the opportunities which
tecture, the College of Arts are now before us in Upand Sciences, the College of Country South Carolina."
Engineering, and the School
Top university-wide acaof Industrial Management and demic award winners were
Textile Science.
named as follows: the AmerDr. Blackwell said the six ican Association of University
counties of Anderson, Chero- Women award, for the girl
kee, Greenville, Oconee, Pic- graduating with the highest
kens and Spartanburg are a cumulative grade-point ratio,
Linda
Jones
Marganian,
Woodland Hills, Calif.; the
Phi Kappa Phi award to the
junior having the highest
(Continued from page 1)
scholastic record, John Car1960 to place his papers in roll Shelley, Lexington; and
the permanent custody
of the Phi Eta Sigma award to
Clemson with only two stip- the senior with the highest
record,
Stephen
ulations: that they be retain- scholastic
ed in his possession for the Cooley King, Williamston.
Winners of the top acaremainder of his life and that
they be adequately
housed demic awards in the colleges
and constantly available to and schools were: James C.
students, interested persons, Williams, Norway, the Alpha
award
(agriculture);
and historians. In spite of Zeta
these stipulations, many of his Michael H. Finch, Takoma
papers have already been Park, Md., the National American Institute of Architects
transferred to Clemson.
Clemson's manuscript col- award (architecture); Stephen
lections will occupy a prom- C. King, Williamston, the
inent section of the new li- Sigma Tau Epsilon award
brary. The most modern pre- (arts and sciences); Donald L.
servation and storage techni- Hindman, Walhalla, the Tau
ques known are being used in Beta Pi award (engineering);
housing these valuable docu- and Marshall White, Rock
ments of the past. Ease of Hill, the Faculty award (inavailability to researchers is dustrial management and texa major goal of head librar- tile science).
Algernon Sydney Sullivan
ian J. W. G. Gourlay.

Papers To Library

ville, N. C, one of 20 outthe promotion and enhancemedallions for generous and
standing RQTC juniors in the
ment of the traditions of the
outstanding service to ClemU. S. whose educational field
Air Force ROTC.
son were awarded to student
is of particular interest to the
Achievements of these and
Thomas J. Bell of Hartsville,
other leading students in the
president of the student body, Corps of Engineers.
Top
Air
Force
ROTC Clemson ROTC program were
and the Rev. Charles A. Arlington, pastor of the Clemson award, the Major Rudolph applauded in a joint Army
Anderson trophy, went to Ca- and Air Force ROTC review
Baptist Church.
The Trustees Medal, pre- det Col. Michael S. Hammer and presentation of awards.
Clemson President and Mrs.
sented annually to the best of Clemson named the air
speaker in the student body, science cadet who distinguish- Robert C. Edwards held a rewas won by Robert W. Gas- ed himself most by perform- ception at their home for all
ance and dedication to the students honored, their parkin of Camden.'
The Augustus G. Shanklin precepts of the Air Force ca- ents and wives following the
award for high scholastic rat- det wing at Clemson and to military ceremonies.
ing, character and leadership
qualities in open competition
among cadets of the Army
and Air Force ROTC programs at Clemson was won by
Air Force Cadet Col. Kendall
purpose of the car wash is to
Car Wash
M. Jacob of Springfield, 111.
provide a scholarship for a
A
car
wash,
sponsored
by
Top Army ROTC award,
Clemson University woman.
given by the Society of Amer- a group of Clemson University
coeds,
will
be
held
FriPre-Law Society
ican Military Engineers, was
Election of officers for the
presented to Cadet SFC Hen- day, May 7, in front of the
Pre-Law Society will headgirls'
dormitory
between
the
ry D. Robertson of Wayneshours of 12 and 5 p.m. The line activities as the organization meets on Tuesday, May
11, on the eighth level of the
student center.

| Campus News Round-Up |

TIGER Elects Senior Staff
(Continued from page 1)

Charles Humphries of Spartanburg will succeed Dick Miley as news editor. The sophomore English major has been
a member of the TIGER staff
for two years. He is also a
member of the WSBF program
staff and the Calhoun Literary Society.
Newly elected Feature Editor Bill Johnson is a sophomore English major from
Greenville. This year he received the Malone—Gamma
Alpha Mu Feature Award. He
has also served two years on
the TIGER news staff. He
will replace Bill Anderson.
Returning as advertising
manager is Jim Cunningham,
a biology major from Black
Mountain, N. C. Next year
will be the rising junior's
third year on the advertising
staff of the TIGER. Cunningham is a member of Phi Kappa Delta social fraternity.
Sports Editor Billy Walker
will be replaced by Ernest
Stallworth, a rising senior
from Charlotte, N. C. Stallworth was also recently elected a senior senator. The industrial management major
was a member of the basketball team during his freshman year and has been on

Band Concert
"The Spirit of Clemson University," a new march written by Prof. C. E. Bardsley of
the agronomy department,
will receive its first performance as the Concert Band
makes its final appearance of
the year at its annual "Pop
Concert at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, May 11, in Tillman Hall
auditorium.
The annual "Pop" concert
will feature a wide variety of
light concert music, including
selections from two Broadway
shows, "Oliver!" and "The
Unsinkable Molly Brown," selections from Prokofiev's "Lt.
Kije," the "London Suite" by
Eric
Coates,
and Johann
Strauss' "Tritsch - Tratsch"
Polka. Admission is free.

On Campus

with
AfexShuIman

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys
"Dobie Gillis." etc.)

TESTS, AND HOW THEY GREW
Just the other night I was saying to the little woman, "Do
you think the importance of tests in American colleges is
being overemphasized?". (Incidentally, the little woman is
not, as you might think, my wife. My wife is far from a little woman. She is, in fact, nearly seven feet high and man-,
tied with rippling muscles. She is a full-blooded Ogallala
Sioux and holds the world's shot put record. The little
woman I referred to is someone we found crouching under
the sofa when we moved into our apartment back in 1928,
and there she has remained ever since. She never speaks
except to make a kind of guttural clicking sound when she
is hungry. To tell you the truth, she's not too much fun to
have around the house, but'with my wife away at track meets
most of the time, at least it gives me someone to talk to.)
But I digress. "Do you think the importance of tests in
American colleges is being overemphasized?" I said the
other night to the little woman, and then I said, "Yes,
Max, I do think the importance of tests in American colleges is being overemphasized." (As I explained, the little
woman does not speak, so when we have conversations, I
am forced to do both parts.)
But I digress. To get back to tests—sure, they're important, but let's not allow them to get too important. There
are, after all, many talents which simply can't be measured
by quizzes. Is it right to penalize a gifted student whose
gifts don't happen to fall into an academic category? Like,
for instance, Finster Sigafoos?

She is a full-blooded
Ogallala Sioux

Corvair Monza Sport Sedan

Chevy U Nova Sport
Coupe
..-.- - •

the TIGER staff for three
years.
John Lank continues in his
position of circulation manager. Majoring in civil engineering, Lank is a junior from
Salisbury, Md. He has also
served the TIGER as a photographer during the past
three years.
Allen La Roche was elected
to the newly created position
of copy editor. The freshman
ceramic engineering major
from Clemson is a rftember of
Phi Eta Sigma honorary fraternity and the Honors Program.
The new senior staff will be
introduced tonight at the annual TIGER banquet at the
Clemson House.
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Chevelle Malibu
Sport Coupe

Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan

THE NO. 1 WAY

CHEVROLET

What's your vacation plan—World's Fair, Yellowstone, Niagara,
Mackinac Bridge, summer cottage? See us for the right Chevrolet
so you'll make it in style. Like a lively Corvair. Or the style and
economy of a Chevy II. Or a youthful Chevelle, favorite in its size
class. Or a luxurious Jet-smooth Chevrolet. The last three are available
with the economical, spirited Turbo-Thrift Six. You can order a
Monza with up to 140 hp. You can't find a newer car or a better time
to buy one. Come in—pick yours now!

Red Hot and Rolling! See your Chevrolet dealer for a new
CHEVROLET• CHEVELLE • CHEVYU • CORVAIR

Finster, a freshman at the Wyoming College of Belles
Lettres and Fingerprint Identification, has never passed a
single test; yet all who know him agree he is studded with
talent like a ham with cloves. He can, for example, sleep
standing up. He can do a perfect imitation of a scarlet tanager. (I don't mean just the bird calls; I mean he can fly
south in the winter.) He can pick up BB's with his toes. He
can say "toy boat" three times fast. He can build a rude
telephone out of 100 yards of string and two empty Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blade packages. (This last accomplishment is the one Finster is proudest of—not building
the telephone but emptying the Personna packs. To empty
a Personna pack is not easily accomplished, believe you me,
not if you're a person who likes to get full value out of his
razor blades. And full value is just what Personnas deliver.
They last and last and keep on lasting; luxury shave follows
luxury shave in numbers that make the mind boggle. Why
don't you,see for yourself? Personnas are now available in
two varieties: a brand-new stainless steel injector blade for
users of injector razors—and the familiar double-edge stainr
less steel blade so dear to the hearts and kind to the kissers
of so many happy Americans, blades so smooth-shaving, so
long-lasting that the Personna Co. makes the following
guarantee: If you don't agree Personna gives you more luxury shaves than Beep-Beep or any other brand you might
name, Personna will buy you a pack of whatever kind you
think is better.)
But I digress. Back to Finster Sigafoos—artist, humanist,
philosopher, and freshman since 1939. Will the world ever
benefit from Finster's great gifts? Alas, no. He is in college
to stay.
But even more tragic for mankind is the case of Clare de
Loon. Clare, a classmate of Finster's, had no talent, no
gifts, no brains, no personality. All she had was a knack for
taking tests. She would cram like mad before a test, always
get a perfect score, and then promptly forget everything
she had learned. Naturally, she graduated with highest
honors and degrees by the dozen, but the sad fact is that
she left college no more educated and no more prepared to
cope with the world than she was when she entered. Today,
a broken woman, she crouches under my sofa.
© 1965, Max Sliulman

Speaking of tests, we, the makers of Personna®, put
our blades through an impressive number before we
send them to market. We also make—and thoroughly
test—an aerosol shave that soaks rings around any
other lather: Burma Shave®, regular and menthol.

